
New Book: Human Rights and Climate
Change – The Law on Loss and Damage 

Linnéa Nordlander has published a book, which
explores the intersection of international climate
change law and human rights law concerning loss and
damage from climate change. 

New Article: The Actors of Green Ship
Finance: all Hands on Deck and Some
More  

Viktor Weber's new article in the Journal of
International Maritime Law is out! The paper examines
financing challenges for ship conversions and new-
builds, and proposes solutions to these. 

CLIMA Contributes to the Villars
Framework for  Sustainable Global Trade

The Villars Framework for a Sustainable Global Trade
System proposes a WTO reform agenda to better align
the trading system with sustainability. 

CLIMA researchers contributed on the topics of border
carbon adjustment, shipping and the blue economy. 
See the report here.

Marie Curie Project INTERFOR Comes to
an End

The project has made a key contribution to
understanding the opportunities and pitfalls of
international law concerning forest protection. Through
different publications, Justine Bendel provided an
analysis of recent developments in the EU concerning
litigation of LULUCF activities, and insights related to
forest on: environmental impact assessment, rights-
based climate litigation, and common concern of
humankind. More info here.

31-01-2024

Lunch Seminar: Transboundary Wake
Effects Between Wind Farms in the North
Sea

Join us on 31 January in person and online (12.00 -
12.45) for a seminar on the transboundary effects of
offshore wind development and interstate cooperation
with Eirik Finserås, University of Oslo. More info here.

07-02-2024

Lunch Seminar: Why is the IMO Failing to
Address Climate Change in Maritime
Shipping?

Interested in shipping? Join us on 7 February in person
and online (12.00 - 13.00) for a discussion on the IMO
role in the decarbonisation of maritime shipping
with Jan Stockbruegger, University of Copenhagen.
Register here to attend. 

21-02-2024

Lunch Seminar: On Thin Ice - A Gendered
Study of Human Rights in Relation to
Climate Change in the Arctic  

Join us on 21 February in person and online (12.00 -
13.00) for a seminar on climate change and Arctic
indigenous women with Siff Lund Kjærgaard,
University of Southern Denmark (SDU).
More info here. 

06-03-2024

Lunch Seminar: Deployment of
Environmental Narratives for Strategic
Gain 

Join us on 6 March (12.00 - 13.00) for a discussion on
purpose and positioning in the deployment of
environmental narratives for strategic gain in the
container shipping industry with Michele Acciaro,
Copenhagen Business School. More info here. 

Call for Abstracts – Shipping and Climate
Change Conference 

On the 27 and 28 May the conference International
Law-Making: Actors in Shipping and Climate
Change will take place in Copenhagen and online. 
Send your abstract by the 15 March
to beatriz.martinez.romera@jur.ku.dk. 
Find the Call for Abstracts here. 

Call for Abstracts – 14th Interdisciplinary
Seminar 

Present your research at the Ocean Special Edition of
the Interdisciplinary Seminar on Climate, Energy and
Sustainability on 25 April. The seminar is open to
students and junior researchers working on the oceans
and climate, energy or sustainability related topics.
Send your abstract by 22 March to
stella.ebbersmeyer@jur.ku.dk  

The Green Corner

Are you an organization (law firm, industry, NGO,
government) with an interest in the green transition?
Join our latest partner Danske Bank and 15 other
organisations at the Green Corner of the Faculty of
Law.  

For more information, contact
beatriz.martinez.romera@jur.ku.dk.  

ClimateDesk: Apply Now! 

Are you a student looking for a supportive environment
to write your master or bachelor thesis on climate
change law? CLIMA offers a quiet space to write your
thesis and plenty of opportunities to interact with the
Centre's researchers. Apply now by sending an email to
linnea.nordlander@jur.ku.dk. 

View in browser

Unveiling CLIMA: University of
Copenhagen's new  Centre for
Climate Change Law and
Governance

We are thrilled to announce the establishment of
UCPH's new research Centre for Climate Change
Law and Governance (CLIMA). Building upon the
legacy of CILG, CLIMA is committed to pioneering
research and education for the green transition. 

Follow us on our social media and be part of our
growing CLIMA community. Together, let's turn
the tide and shape a sustainable future! 

If you have any questions or thoughts, you can
reach out to our Head of Center:
beatriz.martinez.romera@jur.ku.dk.

Research

Events

01-02-2024

Short Course on Carbon
Capture and Storage

Register now to our 3-hour course on Carbon
Capture and Storage for students and
professionals on 1 February (11.00 - 15.00). The
course offers an introduction to CCS
technologies, their current state of deployment
and the relevant law and policies adopted in the
EU and comparative national jurisdictions,
including Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway and
the UK. 
Credits for lawyers are given for this course. 

Opportunities 

Apply for a PhD at the Faculty of
Law 

Looking for a fully-funded PhD position in
international law, with a climate or sustainability
focus? 
Apply for a PhD at CLIMA through the open call of
the Faculty of Law at the University of
Copenhagen by 29 February. 

Job opportunities in climate and sustainability
For students and new graduates

Studentermedarbejder - Climate Change and
Sustainability Service at EY.
Application deadline: 15 January 2024. Click here for
more information.

Jurastuderende til havvindenheden at Danish Energy
Agency.
Application deadline: 21 January 2024. Click here for
more information. 

Procurement Intern (Sustainable Supply Chains) at
UNOPS.
Application deadline: 21 January 2024. Click here for
more information.

Graduate - Contract and Procurement at New Power
Partners.
Application deadline: 31 March 2024. Click here for
more information.

Visiting scholars

Eirik Finserås

Eirik Finseraas, PhD candidate at the University of
Bergen, visits CLIMA from January to February. 

Our newsletter shares the latest climate and sustainability
stories and news from the Faculty of Law about events,
research, education and opportunities.

For further information, contact Beatriz Martinez Romera:
beatriz.martinez.romera@jur.ku.dk

Link to CLIMA's homepage.
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